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Corporate Design
KiKa Marketing Office

Location  TBD
Client KiKa Marketing Agency

Softwares Autocad
SketchUp
EnScape

Main focusing on provide a place that staff can making brainstorm from any-
where in the office and can working more efficient.
Following on website and marketing services work system that the staff need lots 
of creativity inspiration from the workspace. Mainly using natural elements and 
modern furniture in order to make the workspace feel more creativity and funny 
and at same time help staff to think in more clam ways.
Provide some highlight space such as plants wall around the workspace to give 
more life feeling interior.
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KiKa Inspiration Board & Color Scheme

KIKA, which Founded in 2007, Kika brings together the perfect blend of market-
ing expertise, creative talent and technical savviness to turn visionary ideas into 
extraordinary brand experiences that propels your business beyond the competi-
tion.
From strategy to execution, Kika know what it takes to create insightful marketing 
plans, reposition failing brands, design eye-catching websites, build innovative 
applications, and connect with your audience through social media. Kika use 
every tool in their arsenal, combining the right mix of traditional, new and conver-
gent media, to attract, acquire and retain your best customers.

Focus on the natural style of the finishing and to provide the comfortable and 
relaxing environment for the staff who work in here. Soft liging mainly using in the 
office and the wood material will be the main material using in the space
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Floor Plan
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Front Section

Back Section
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Overall Viewing

In order to give enough relaxing environmental feeling to the staff, the wood material is us-
ing throgh the whole space, at the same time, the path in the building is designing as the fully 
opened pathway, which means after moving into the building, staff can simply see through all 
the space, which is helping them to gain more energy instead of working in the small room. All 
of the office have the either side widows or top windows in order to aviod the fully closed envi-
ronment.
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Front Door Board Room

The Front view of the entrance, the symbol of the brand is using on green feature to enhanced 
the natural feeling, top wood panel give more sense of depth in order to reduce the pressure 
from top area.

Board room using the fully windows wall which give a opened feeling to the people who will 
goes into, the rooms next to it is the normal wall which provided the vision block for clients to 
look into the working area.
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Office Work Station Area

Working area provide enough open space for the people staff to work here, the top daylight 
give enough open feeling to this area and the wood panel is all arong them to provided them a 
better working environment.


